
R Map

Tools/Resources: Redistricting Training ppt, Pop Counts 2020, Pop Differences
ESRI Layers Utilized: City Limits, Eugene Neighborhoods, Precincts

Preliminary Past/Current Map & Pop notes:
Order of Largest Pop: D4, D3, D5, D1, D2
Order of most growth: D4 (+9,914), D3 (+8,369), D5 (+5,468), D1 (+5,466), D2 (+3,304)
2010 Map had +/- 1% Variance. Average 70,343. Order of largest: D1, D4, D3, D5, D2

Preliminary considerations:
Avg as close to 76, 594 (w/ no more than +/- 1% variance)
Redistrict w/ focus on Charter description (District X, “generally comprised of...outside/metro”)
Aim to keep communities of interest together

Notes
Pros: D2, D3 & D4 are centered in metro areas. The places that D1 & D5 include that are within metro
areas are the outer ends of city limits/neighborhoods.

Con: There may be increased splits

Most pop growth/concentration in Eugene, D3/D4. Can’t capture all of Eugene Neighborhoods/City limits
w/in these two D’s. In general attempted to keep D3 & D4 as centrally situated w/in Eugene
Neighborhoods/City Limits layers, in South & North respectively. Note that the Northern tip of Eugene
leans West while the Southern tip leans more East. D1 & D5 are to be mostly outside of the metro area but
need to come in some for pop balance. D2 has the smallest current pop & smallest growth over 10 years.
Instead of taking D2 more east or other direction, moved W border into Eugene slightly as D2 is closer in
distance to Eugene & also a metro area. This then decreases slightly the amount that the outside of metro
districts (D1 & D5) will need to come into the metro area for pop balance.

D5 absorbs most eastern NE/SE of D2; these areas are mostly outside of the Springfield/Metro Area. SW

border is realigned slightly East, giving the western side to D1. It gives SW Eugene metro tip to D1 &

absorbs S tip of D3. Increase: 1,932.

D4 absorbs NW metro area of D1, moving boundary from Beltine to Irvington Dr. It gave out its most

northern NE & Western tip to D1. It gives the S end to D3, w/ a more uniform S border around Roosevelt

Blvd. Decrease: 4,423.

D3 absorbed SE tip of D4. It gave out NE tip (to D2) and S tip (to D5). Decrease: 2,119.

D2 absorbs W of D3/D4, which extends the NE boundary from I-5 to slightly further east of I-5. It gives

its least metro N & S Eastern tips to D2. Increase: 3,550.

D1 absorbs the southern half NW tip of D5. Also absorbs NE tip of D4, & E tip of D4. Increase: 1,060.

Order of Largest: D5, D3, D2, D4, D1
Variance +/- .5%


